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Introduction

It is possible to colour-code Dewey decimal classmarks, so that in Enquiry results different 
ranges of classmark are highlighted in different colours. Both the highlight colour and text 
colour can be defined. Figure 1 shows a summary results page showing the default highlight 
colours.
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Displaying classmark colours

Heritage is supplied with the colour-coding disabled. It can be enabled for individual display 
formats as follows:

1. Select Enquiry menu—
Setup menu—Enquiry 
display formats.

Figure 2

2. In the Code field select 
the required display 
format.

3. Tick the Use colour-
coded classifications 
tickbox.

4. Click Save.

When Enquiry results are 
next displayed using the 
display format, the 
classmarks will be coloured 
as shown in Figure 1.

Repeat for each display format for which colour-coding is required.

Customising classmark colours

To customise either the colours used, or the classification ranges defined:

1. Select Management menu—System menu—Data editor.

2. Select SETTINGS in the File name field.

3. Select CLASS.COLOURS1.INT in the Record ID field.

4. Delete all the text in the Record table.

5. Click Save.
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6. Select 
CLASS.COLOURS1 in 
the Record ID field. 
You will see the form 
shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3

7. Each range is defined 
on a separate row. The first 
column in the Record table 
contains the first classmark in the 
range. The range will include all 
classmarks up to the first 
classmark in the next range. Figure 4

a. To change a new highlight 
colour, overtype the existing colour with the colour required.

b. To change the text colour, overtype the existing colour or, if there is no second colour 
defined already, type a comma then the required text colour. If no text colour is defined, 
the text colour defaults to black.

c. The ranges specified can be modified by changing the start values for the ranges, or 
adding or removing rows. The text after the last semicolon indicates the subjects 
covered by the class numbers: this is for reference only.

8. Click Save to save your changes.

 Colours can be entered either as web colour names or 
hexadecimal codes (e.g. #FFFFFF for white).
For a full list of available colours see the Wikipedia entry 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_colors
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Alphabetic classmarks

In versions 4.2.7 to 4.2.7b, only numeric classmarks ranges can be defined. From version 
4.2.8, alphabetic ranges can also be defined.

This is useful if you use a classification system that uses alphabetic classmarks such as 
Library of Congress classification, or if you use Dewey classification but also have some 
alphabetic classmarks, for example if you use FIC as the classmark for fiction items.

The example in Figure 5 shows the Library of Congress classification scheme added 
underneath the Dewey classification already there.

Figure 5
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